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A Phenomenological and Actor-Network Theory’d 
analysis of drama in a PhD Programs



The Situation: The Hot Goss aka Backstory
● Almost got kicked out of program because I asked someone 

what was funny about making fun of mental health
● Was forced to apologize to my entire cohort because I 

“was causing tension”; sent a BERRY heartfelt non-apology
● Got reported to OIED by this person two weeks after the 

event
● Everything was, ostensibly, fine until...



The Situation: The Email



The Situation: The Memes



An Explanation: Wait but… Memes?
● Heylighten, 1992

○ Selfishness regarding genetic
evolution leads to bodies
more prone to self-sustaining
behavior.

● Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman, 1981
○ Memetics act as nexuses of 

cultural evolution that denote
growth, and to some extent, safety.



An Explanation: But why your friends?
● The use of digital platforms, 

which all my friends are 
integrated on, allowed for an 
almost rapid-fire response to 
this decabble, creating what 
we jokingly called “The 
Reply-All Anxiety Unit”;

● LaTour (2005)
○ All nodes in an activity exert 

some type of defining force on 
the activity in question



An Explanation: ANT and Irigaray
● ANT accounts for the reciprocal 

actions 
○ Reply-all -> panic -> scream at 

friends in all caps for memes -> 
they reply -> crisis is “averted”

● But not the affective; Irigaray, 
1993
○ Phenomenologically, where were the 

very human system misfired that 
allowed this to happen?

○ Anxiety from the previous events? 
End of semester burnout? Panic at 
reply-all’ing? Relief when my 
friends laughed at me but helped? 



In Conclusion: Most Likely to Reply-All to a Listserv Email
● Tight-knit digital communities within 

digital humanities programs come 
together quicker and with more 
technological ease to assuage massive, 
possibly destructive, situations and, in 
this case, what could be 
“performed-drama (Tait, 2017; Rosengren, 
2015)”

● ANT, while useful for mapping 
fallout/collateral damage, lacks the 
ability to map the affective networks 
that occur in instances such as these


